Consumer
Ready

FRESH • QUALITY • CONVENIENT

Program Advantages
Efficient 	Expanded protein variety, reduced labour cost, and positive bottom line return.
Confidence 	Uncompromised safety (tamper proof), and reassuring visual appeal.
Integrity 	Maintained during production, shipping, transport and handling.
Comprehensive

Minimizes out of stocks and satisfies demanding customers.

Profitability 	Control unit costs, provide consistent products everyday, while keep pricing
competitive (minimize shrink).
Pork

chicken

Merchandising 	Leak proof, extended self life, easily stackable with exceptional visual appeal.
Portion sizing enables repeat consumption.

Beef

Farm to Family

Consumer Ready

Canada is blessed with an abundance of quality grain, clean water and fresh air.
Proud farm families, over generations, then do their part to humanely raise, in the most
sustainable manner, beef, chicken and pork — all of which provide for a trusted foundation
of food integrity. As such, at Mountain Creek Farms, we are able to procure the highest
quality protein to help our customers create trust and lasting loyalty with their consumers.

Increasingly, consumers are searching for value, convenience and selection,
but they will not compromise quality and safety. They desire options that will fit into their
busy lives and at the same time, provide for opportunities to create lasting memories.
Whether with friends or family, Mountain Creek Farms offers a wide portfolio of protein
solutions, tailored with your customers in mind.

Loyalty
Sealed in
freshness and
quality for
a consistent
experience,
everytime.

• Federally registered/HACCP accredited/ Halal Certified (Est.205)
• Diverse protein selection (beef, chicken, pork)
• Various pack and portion, consistency/sizing to complement
consumer trends and price point
• Multiple bag and box options to complement retail and food service
• Unique value-added expertise (protein portioning, seasoning,
kebabs, exact weight, slicing, cubes and more)
• Exceptional shelf life, leak proof and freezer safe
• Roll stock, vacuum seal film (gloss black bottom/clear top)
• Tray over wrap and pillow pack options
• Branded/private label/marketing partnerships available
Convenient • Consistent • Quality

Roasting • Grilling • Slow-Cooking • Braising • Searing • smoking • stir Fry • Sous vide • Stewing

Fresh • Flavour • Hand-made

Mountain Creek Farms Story

Mountain Creek Farms is a proud Canadian, Consumer-Ready specialist.
Since 2012, the business has operated in the back drop of the
Rocky Mountains, providing a unique and diverse selection of protein
value-added services for retail and food service. The business is committed
to consistency, quality, uncompromised food safety, innovative
packaging and custom-fit solutions.

MOUNTAIN CREEK FARMS
3410B Ogden Road SE, Calgary, AB T2G 4N5
Phone: 403-290-0860 | www.jbsfoodcanada.ca

